Logistics Program
You cannot manage what you cannot see
Supply Chain Solutions, Developed by Mayo Clinic
Mayo Clinic, a leader in medical care, research and education, and
one of the most trusted names in health care worldwide, now offers a
service that will help other organizations control their transportation
costs.
The Supply Chain Solutions’ Logistics Program offers participating
organizations the opportunity to:
• Assume control in buyer/supplier shipping expense
• Gain new transparency in shipping costs and discounts
• Raise the visibility of transportation costs internally
• Share in industry-leading rates

The Supply Chain Solutions’ difference
The Supply Chain Solutions’ Logistics Program is not a “contract for
goods,” but rather a comprehensive service that leverages Mayo Clinic’s
market position, knowledge and best practices. The program offers
your organization:
• Targeted compliance from customer-based suppliers
• Price/cost transparency through a service-fee model
• Enhanced buyer control versus supplier control
• Discounted shipping rates
• Added value through account management, liaison and audit services

How it works
When your organization joins the Logistics Program, Supply Chain
Solutions becomes your program manager and FedEx becomes your
key shipping partner.
Your suppliers are directed to use the inbound shipping program and
your organization transitions from “prepay and add” to “bill third
party.”
Instead of variable and hidden shipping costs, your organization pays a
fee based on demonstrated savings. No savings, no fee.
With Supply Chain Solutions’ Logistics Program, you will manage
transportation expenditure by:
• Reducing marketplace variables
• Raising the visibility of transportation costs within your organization
and the ability to connect shipping costs to actual users
• Controlling transportation costs within your organization
You can only manage- and measure- what you can see; all costs within
the Supply Chain Solution’s Logistics Program are transparent and
supported by convenient and accurate transportation data.
For more information visit

www.myscsolutions.com
Email: scslogistics@mayo.edu | Phone: 855-875-4862
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